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Tourism of Singapore dazzles all the onlookers. Globally renowned for its rapid development in all
the fields, especially in the fields of science and Tourism, Singapore has come out to be the most
sought after tourism destination visited by tourists from all the walk of life. It is truly one of the most
exquisite tourism destinations in Southeast Asia that displays such a varied attraction which is
simply outstanding and fascinating.

Well to explore all the facets of Singapore is not possible to explore on youâ€™re to Singapore. So it has
to be well organised so that you can explore and see all the exciting attractions within a limited time.

Singapore has so many enigmatic sightseeing spots and among those many some of the alluring
tourism attractions that are worth to visit and explore on tour to Singapore are highlighted as below:

Sentosa Island

Sentosa which means Peace and Tranquillity in Malaya is not a natural island as most of us might
think. It is a manmade Island that has still lot to offer to the holiday makers and the leisure travellers.
On Sentosa Island tour you can visit to so many tempting and alluring sightseeing spots among
which the most popular and exciting attractions worth visiting are Sentosa Luge and Sky Ride,
Sentosa 4D Magix, Song of the Sea, Insect Kindgom, Fort Siloso, Butterfly Park, Underwater World
Singapore, Dolphin Lagoon, etc. These are some of the exciting and alluring tourism attractions that
engross the tourists and offer them incredible opportunity to enjoy ultimate vacation with immense
pleasure and delights.

Jurong Bird Park

Jurong Bird Park is one of the important tourist attractions managed by the Wildlife Reserves
Singapore. It is a landscape located in the Jurong Hills and is located within the Boon Lay Planning
Area. Talking more about its features, Jurong Bird Park is home to more than 10000 birds of 600
different species that makes Jurong Bird Park, the must visit tourist spot in Singapore.

Within the park there are so many activities that are well organised. The experts put up various
shows to entertain the tourists among which Birds n Buddies Show is very popular. Penguin Coast,
World of Darkness, Pelican Cove, and Lunch with the Birds are few other wonderful attractions of
the Jurong Bird Park.

Shopping in Singapore

If you are shopaholic and your first choice is Shopping, then Singapore must be your first choice.
The Island country has so many big shopping complexes,  markets, bazaars and more importantly
shopping stores from where you can pick out the favourite brands at the most competitive price. You
can go for Shopping to Singapore Orchard, the main shopping market in Singapore. Singapore Duty
Free shopping at airport is also a part of the tour to Singapore.

There are lot many other exciting features in this nation. Just choose the right from and tailor made
Singapore tour packages from the many Singapore holiday packages and enjoy holidays with
immense pleasure and delights.

Come and explore enigmatic charm of the splendid Singapore.
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